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As we all know, to sell soothing useless one first has to buy

something useless. At some point, Washington bought Ukraine –

for a high price. The process of buying took a long time, as

Ukraine was bought part by part.

When finally in 2014 all of Ukraine became the property of the US,

White House quickly realized, to its horror, that several US

administrations had been investing significant amounts of money

in a completely useless product.

The Americans did not feel it necessary to hide their emotions.

That is why as far as in 2015 some of the “Maidan heroes” guided

by some emotional reactions of their American owners, overheard

but not understood a proposed theory that Putin organized Maidan

himself with the aim to take Crimea and burden the Americans

with the rest of Ukraine. While the residents of the controlled

territory entertained themselves with the conspiracy theories, the
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Americans were thinking about who they could unload Ukraine on.

At first, they though that Russia absolutely had to show interest in

Ukraine. The reasons were obvious:

Long common history;

Personal and family connections;

Importance of cooperation in the industry and of the Ukrainian gas

transit for the Russian economy;

Solution of the Crimea problem (with the disappearance of

Ukraine, the claimant for the peninsula would disappear as well).

The US intended to trick Russia into buying Ukraine at the

exchange for a free hand in Syria and the Middle East. They

thought that the sanctions introduced for “the occupations of

Crimea” would be left in place, this time under the guise of the

sanctions for “the occupations of Ukraine”. In short, Washington

planned to exchange something useless for something quite

useful, preserving at the same time all the means of pressuring

Russia. The Americans would not be the Americans if they did not

manage to make money, even when faced with a potential loss.

However, this time the US was doomed to disappointment.

Moscow did not show any interest in that useless product. It was

not even clear whether Moscow would take Ukraine if it were paid

to do so. As to paying something to get Ukraine – that was out of

question. The next series of sanctions, aimed at creating a

situation for Kremlin when annexing Ukraine would be less ruinous

than keeping the status quo, also did not solve the problem. It

turned out that Russia, although suffering short-term financial

losses from the sanctions, learned how to use them to win
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strategic victories in the long-term game.

In 2016, Ukraine stopped playing a significant role in the American

initiatives with regard to Russia. Ukraine was kept ready for sale,

but it was understood that it was necessary to look for a new

buyer. Furthermore, since by that time even pigmies in Africa

realized just how useless Ukraine really was, it was critical to find

a buyer that would not be able to refuse the offer. The sale of the

Kiev colony of the US empire entered the mode “buy a brick” (1),

which allowed to present an ordinary robbery as a voluntary

purchase.

Obama during his term failed to find an appropriate “buyer”. Trump

was not much interested in the Ukrainian problem, preferring to

intrigue against China and fight against Nordstream-2 for the

benefit of the US gas industry. However, in the end it were the

Trump policies that helped the Biden administration to bind a

“buyer” that would not be able to refuse the offer of a brick.

Fighting against Nordstream-2 and trying to minimize the cost of

the American global hegemony, Trump seriously damaged the

relationships with Germany. The Germans, finding themselves in

an unexpected situation when the US turned from an ally to an

economic competitor and stopped guaranteeing the military and

political protection, had not dared to sharply change gears and go

under the Russian wing. Besides, that could have easily caused

an irreversible split in the EU. Berlin started to look for ways to

restore the good relations with the US.

As a result, the Biden administration was able to execute a

turnaround. Not being bound by the interest of the US oil and gas

industry (Biden favors “green” energy instead of the traditional
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one) and with full understanding that the Germans were

determined to complete Nordstream-2 at all costs, Washington

pretended that it was super-concerned about the fate of Ukraine. A

talk with Germany on the subject was presented as essentially a

prerequisite for the normalization of relations. At the same time,

the US made an unusual move refusing to impose sanctions

against the German politicians and companies involved in the

Nordstream-2 project.

Normally Washington never yields anything first during

negotiations demanding concessions from its partners instead. In

this case, however, the Americans were remarkably constructive.

The real reason for that attitude was soon revealed: the Americans

made Germany sign onto a deal purportedly serving the interests

of Ukraine.

The celebrations in Kiev turned out to be short. When the details of

the deal were revealed, it became quite clear that nobody

guarantees anything to Ukraine or intends to compensate it for

anything. Germany made a vague promise to fight for the interests

of Ukraine and to push Gasprom to negotiate with Ukraine the

extension of the transit contract. This, by the way, the Russian

government never refused to do, provided Ukraine could offer

competitive transit conditions. But this is precisely what Kiev does

not want to do dreaming about continuing to profit from the

“exclusiveness” of its transit capabilities. That is why Ukraine is

fighting so fiercely against Nordstream-2. But nobody promised to

force Moscow into an unprofitable deal. This was finally

understood in Ukraine, and loud whine about betrayal immediately

followed.

Ukraine is mistaken: it has not been betrayed; it has been sold.
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Furthermore, in spite what Biden’s opponents say, Biden did not

sell it to Putin. Putin is using the Ukraine situation to serve Russian

interests quite effectively, but he has not paid a dime or made a

single political concession. On the contrary, Gasprom and Russia

are planning to make a profit from all this, compensating for forced

losses of the previous period. Biden sold the Ukrainian “brick” to

Merkel.

In order to go away in style and leave her party a chance to remain

in power, Bundeskanzlerin needed to restore mutual

understanding with the US. However, the Nordstream-2 was such

an important project that in this case Merkel was not prepared to

make a single concession. The Americans are tough negotiators,

though, so they did manage to make her an offer she could not

refuse.

They have removed Nordstream-2 from the equation. The existing

sanctions were left in place, for they did no harm, whereas no new

sanctions, particularly against the Germans, will be imposed. All

Germany’s obligations towards Ukraine would be expressed as

vaguely as possible. It would be up to Berlin to decide what exactly

these obligations are.

The only specific promise was that the US would collect money in

the West in the amount of 1 billion dollars, which would be given to

Ukraine to develop “green” energy in order to be able to

compensate any potential problems with natural gas supplies.

Germany would serve as a manager of the “green” energy

development in Ukraine contributing 150-200 million dollars to that

1 billion (a tiny sum for Germany).

Biden killed two birds with one stone. First, he demonstrated to his
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supporters in the US how effectively he fights for ecology

introducing “green” energy even in such a distant and God

forsaken place as Ukraine.

Second, the Germans that have been fighting nuclear and coal

power stations at home for years, could apply their experience in

Ukraine at the same time making use of a billion dollars. They

would, of course, have to share some with the aboriginies, but not

that much. Besides, the Germans would be in a position to solve

the problem of a dozen of nuclear blocks in Ukrainian nuclear

plants all potential Chernobyls – that are still in the playful

Ukrainian paws.

Thirdly, since after this “support” and “reforms”, Ukraine would

inevitably face a deficit of electric power, the EU would be able to

sell it not only natural gas “via reverse”, but also electricity.

Fourthly, the US finally got rid of the Ukrainian “suitcase without

the handle” successfully forcing it onto Germany. Now it is time for

the Merkel’s successors to think how to sell Ukraine back to

Russia even if with added financial compensation.

Merkel herself has no cause to complain. She bought a “brick”, of

course, but a brick nicely packaged in golden foil. While the

purchase is being unwrapped, the elections will be over and the

Chancellor will retire. If CDU/CSU fail to remain in power, that

would definitely not be her fault. Merkel is passing on a solid well

cared for country without debt or problems. The promises, which

Kiev troublemakers would cling to, will surface later when the fate

of the elections and the coalition will have been decided.

We have to give the honor where the honor is due: the Americans

never discard anything and manage to get their pennies for the
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most useless and unattractive product.

As far as Ukraine is concerned… Well, nobody concerns himself

with Ukraine anymore. The Ukrainian citizens are left with the only

hope that at some time in the future, after a series of re-sales, this

invalid, which is Ukraine, in spite of its obnoxious personality, a

habit to gnaw at the owner’s furniture, damage wallpaper, and crap

all over the place, would end up an good hands.

But this is very unlikely.

(1) “Buy a brick” – a common Russian joke. A big guy holding a

brick approaches a passerby: “Ah, dude, buy this brick”. The

person responds: “No, thank you, I don’t need it”. When the big

guy waives the brick menacingly over the head of the other: “You’d

better buy this brick and not tempt your fate”.

The Essential Saker IV: Messianic Narcissism's Agony by a

Thousand Cuts
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The Essential Saker III: Chronicling The Tragedy, Farce And

Collapse of the Empire in the Era of Mr MAGA
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